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GUIDE TO EMPLOYEE COUNSELING AND DISCIPLINE 
 

Introduction 
 

In order to maintain the safety and welfare of all employees and satisfy the performance 
requirements established by Headway and RTI, all employees are expected to meet Headway's 
standards of work performance.  Work performance encompasses many factors, including but not 
limited to: attendance, punctuality, personal conduct, professional behavior or fulfilling 
commitments, job proficiency, and general compliance with the Headway and RTI policies and 
procedures. 
 
If an employee does not meet these standards, Headway may, under appropriate circumstances, 
terminate the employee immediately or take corrective action other than immediate dismissal.  
However, nothing in this policy alters the at-will nature of employment with Headway.  Either 
Headway or the employee has the option to terminate the employment relationship at any time, with 
or without cause or notice. 
 
The intent of corrective action is to formally document performance issues while providing the 
employee with reasonable time within which to improve performance.  The process is designed to 
encourage development by providing employees with notification of areas that need improvement. 
 
To assure uniformity and fairness of treatment, Headway has established counseling procedures to 
formally communicate the need for an employee to meet the expected standards of work 
performance.  Such counseling actions require corrective action on the part of the employee and any 
written notices are designed to provide formal recognition of this need for action.  This counseling 
will generally be provided at the intervals listed below. 
 

Notice # Notice Type 
Documentation 

Review 
Employee Contact 

1 Verbal Warning Project Designee Supervisor 

2 Written Warning Headway HR Supervisor 

3 Probation Notice Headway HR Supervisor 

4 Termination Notice Headway HR Headway HR 

N/A Performance Improvement Plan (PIP) Headway HR Supervisor 

 

Notice Types 
 

The following provides a description of each notice type in the disciplinary process. 
 

I. Verbal Warning 
The verbal warning is the first step in the process and generally used for first offenses.  The 
verbal warning is an email that documents the discussion of the offense.  Verbal warnings are 
drafted by the supervisor and approved by next level management.  After approval, the 
supervisor should have the discussion with the employee and quickly follow up with email 
documentation of the verbal warning. 
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II. Written Warning 
The written warning is generally the second step in the disciplinary process.  The written 
warning is a document prepared by the supervisor, approved by next level management and 
reviewed and processed by Headway.  This document is provided to the employee.  The 
supervisor will discuss the warning with the employee after the employee receives it. 
 

III. Probation Notice 
The probation notice is generally the third step in the disciplinary process.  This written notice is 
prepared by the supervisor, approved by next level management and reviewed and processed 
by Headway.  This document is provided to the employee.  During probation, the employee is 
not eligible for salary increases, bonus awards, promotions or transfers.  The supervisor will 
discuss the notice with the employee after the employee receives it. 
 

IV. Termination Notice 
Termination is the final step in the disciplinary process releasing the employee from 
employment with Headway.  Headway will contact the employee to notify him/her of 
termination.  This document is provided to the employee.  The project should follow up 
regarding equipment return, if needed. 
 

V. Performance Improvement Plan (PIP) 
The PIP is a documented performance plan that addresses specific issues.  The PIP can occur at 
any disciplinary level prior to termination.  If you believe a PIP to be the most appropriate DA 
for your situation, please contact Headway HR to discuss.  Many performance issues may be 
managed without a PIP.  The PIP must be delivered to the employee.  The supervisor will 
discuss the PIP with the employee after the employee receives it.  A PIP must be signed by the 
employee. 

 
Depending on the circumstances, Headway reserves the right to escalate disciplinary actions up to 
immediate termination.  Following are some examples of grounds for immediate dismissal: 

 Failure to comply with company policy or project protocol  

 Confirmed falsification of data, including but not limited to screenings, interviews, timesheets, 
expense reports, or employment application 

 Unexplained loss of or damage to equipment provided to the employee, not reimbursed by 
the employee  

 Being found under the influence of using or unauthorized possession of alcohol or illegal 
substances while working 

 Theft 

 Possession of a firearm or other dangerous weapon while working 
 
This list is intended to be representative of the types of activities that may result in immediate 
termination.  It is not exhaustive, and is not intended to be comprehensive.  
 
Headway’s disciplinary notices are intended for use by Headway Field Supervisors and/or RTI staff who 
supervise Headway field staff.  Per Headway’s judgment, prior offenses will be considered when 
determining the discipline level for a new offense.  Templates, including detailed instructions, for all 
disciplinary notice types are available on the Headway/RTI Supervisor website: 
https://headwaycorp.com/rti_fs/gendocuments.php.   
 

https://headwaycorp.com/rti_fs/gendocuments.php
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Notice Content 
 

Proper disciplinary notices assist with risk management.  Headway’s disciplinary notices are designed to 
ensure employees receive appropriate notice of opportunities to improve while providing 
documentation of such efforts for Headway. 
 
All notices should follow the 6 Cs. 

 Clear – Information should be easy to understand.  Spell out project terms instead of using 
acronyms.  Simplify the information to ensure any potential third party can reasonably 
understand. 

 Concise – Information should be specific and lean.  Do not include additional information of no 
significance to the issue at hand.  Notices should not be extensive .  (The Company Remarks 
section should not be more than 1.5 pages.) 

 Comprehensive – Content should include all relevant information (ie. include exact statements 
from an email received from an employee, provide exact data for an employee who did not 
meet goals). 

 Correct – Ensure all information included in a notice is accurate and verifiable. 

 Consistent – Similar offenses should have similar disciplinary actions if similar factors exist. (ie. If 
two employees both miss a conference call and neither have a prior offense, then both 
employees should receive a verbal warning.  However, if one of the employees already has a 
verbal warning, then that employee should receive a written warning, while the other employee 
(with no prior offenses) should receive a verbal warning.) 

 Current – All disciplinary notices should occur quickly following an offense.  The longer a 
supervisor waits to issue a disciplinary notice, the weaker the effect of the notice for all parties 
involved.   Over time, the supervisor will remember less of what occurred and offenses will lose 
relevance.  Disciplinary notices should be issued within one week of a single offense when 
possible (and always earlier when possible). 

 
Disciplinary action is not meant to be vindictive, but to help an employee become successful.  Due to the 
resources expended to recruit, hire and train a new employee, it is more efficient for management to 
help current employees become successful than to terminate an employee and start all over again.  
 

Notice Sections 
 

The templates for each notice type provide in depth instructions for completing the notices.  Following 
are some additional tips. 
 
Nature of Violation 
Although you can select multiple reasons, focus primarily on the root issue.  For example, if an employee 
is guilty of falsifying his/her PT&E, instead of selecting Policy/Procedure Violation and Falsification, select 
Falsification only.  The option Other should be rarely used as most offenses should fit into one of the 
other categories. 
 
Company Remarks 
It is important to include the offense, date of offense, policy against offense and any verifiable evidence 
to prove the offense occurred (that is reasonable to include).  There is no room for error and it is better 
to delay delivery of a notice to ensure validity than to expedite a notice that is undeserved. 
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Corrective Action To Be Taken 
Including corrective action is a great way to encourage improvement in the area(s) needing attention.  It 
is good practice to model SMART goals when developing corrective action. 

 Specific – specify exactly what is to be accomplished (who, what, when, where, why) 

 Measurable – ensure the goals can be measured; determine how to evaluate the extent to 
which the goals have been met 

 Attainable – ensure the goals are appropriate considering the employee, the issue(s) at hand 
and timing 

 Relevant – ensure the goals are aligned with the greater goals for the team 

 Timely – define deadlines (Dates, as opposed to hours (24 hours from receipt of notice) are 
easier to track.) 

SMART goals will provide a measure by which to determine next steps.  For example, if an employee 
fails to meet any or all corrective action, it may be necessary to escalate discipline to the next level. 
 
Consequences 
This section has standard verbiage that should not be altered as it applies to all disciplinary notices and 
provides support to proceed in the disciplinary process for employees who have multiple offenses of 
different types. 
 
Deadline(s) 
The employee must be given adequate time to show improvement.  Adequate time will be determined 
by the type of improvements that are required, the amount of work available to the employee to show 
the improvements and other factors.  It should be noted that adequate time does not need to be 
months or even weeks.  It is good practice to allow employees a minimum of two days from receipt of 
notice to complete basic requirements like re-reading a manual section. 
 

Notice Turnaround 
 

Please allow 24 hours for disciplinary notices to be reviewed and returned for approval.  Headway will 
attempt to complete notices earlier; however, sometimes, higher priority items require immediate 
attention which affects the return of notices. 
 

Employee Counseling 
 

The employee counseling discussion should occur as soon as possible to ensure a good effort in 
addressing issues timely.  Essentially, the counseling session is a matter of reviewing the disciplinary 
notice, which is why it is important to ensure Headway has reviewed it and the employee has received it 
prior to having the discussion.  Regarding verbal warnings, the counseling discussion occurs before the 
employee receives the email documentation.  However, it is still good practice to have the verbal 
warning documentation prepared and reviewed prior to the discussion to ensure the employee and 
Headway receive the documentation quickly after the discussion.   
 
If an employee is not receptive to the discussion or becomes upset during the discussion, please refer 
him/her to the Headway Employee Relations Specialist.  Always end discussions on a good note (ie. I 
know you can do this.). 
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Appeals 
 

Employees are allowed to appeal a disciplinary action within 15 days from the date of the action.  This is 
one reason why providing accurate and verifiable information in the notice is critical.  Including the 
evidence with the notice is also good practice, when reasonable.  If an employee appeals a decision and 
provides new information, an investigation may ensue which could involve project management or 
other employees.  Only written appeals (email, fax or mail) submitted to Headway HR within 15 days of 
the disciplinary notice date will be reviewed.  After filing an appeal, an active employee is expected to 
continue to work and fulfill corrective actions as stated in the disciplinary notice, unless otherwise 
notified by Headway HR. 
 

Conclusion 
 

All disciplinary actions will remain on file with Headway for the duration of employment.  
 
For assistance with considering/completing a disciplinary notice or questions concerning an employee 
relations matter, please contact the Headway Employee Relations Specialist, Stenisha Green, via phone 
(919-541-7349 or 800-208-7043) or via email at StenishagG/contractor@rti.org.  Information regarding 
Headway’s disciplinary process including templates is available at 
https://headwaycorp.com/rti_fs/gendocuments.php. 

mailto:StenishagG/contractor@rti.org
https://headwaycorp.com/rti_fs/gendocuments.php

